Maryland@ICA, 2016

Faculty members and graduate students from the Department of Communication will present papers, participate in meetings and activities at the 66th annual meeting of the International Communication Association, May 26-30, in Polvakia, Japan. More details below.

Maryland@RSA, 2016

The biennial meeting of the Rhetoric Society of America is May 26-29 in Atlanta, Ga. Topics will present a focus on participation in scholarly discussions at the meeting.

More details below.

To learn more about the Department of Communication at the University of Maryland:

www.comm.umd.edu

What’s New

The University of Maryland jumped in The Times Higher Education World University Rankings—now in its 51st category, UM out-ranks the University of North Carolina, Michigan State University, Purdue University, and Ohio State.

Maryland@ICA, 2016

● Vyen Dai & Manju Zha, “Arguing About Others”
  Personal Issue:  A Reconfiguration of Argument Types.
● Dale Hampik (with Mentawai Wabakus), “Apartheid in Malaysia and How it Compares to the US, India, and China.”
● Jeremy Kuhns, “Launching their (Cyber) Revolutions: Muslim Women, Cyberfeminism, and Socio-Political Transformation.”
● Bong Mi & Dale Hampik, “Appraisal Models of Inter- cultural Communication Apprehension Among Americans Studying Abroad.”
● Bong Mi & Anni Atwell Scott, “Recontextualizing the Use of Tense/Aspect Language in Email: The Effects of Gender Salience and Typicality.”
● Zena Mi & Xian Nan, “Effects of Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Authenticating Messaging: Examining for the Moderating Role of Social Distance.”

Maryland@RSA, 2016

● Anni Atwell Scott, Rong Mi, Ira Sles, Thomas McCloskey, & Shelly J. Parry-Gill. “This is Who We Are!” National Identity Construction and the 2014 FIFA World Cup.” Top Papers in Sports Communication.
● Nathaniel Burt (with Michael Rafton), “Subelectronics Over Time: Persuasion and Symbolic Convergence Across a Decade of Innovations.”
● De Yang,” “Understanding the Normative Mechanisms in the Theory of Normative Social Behavior in College Drinking: Considering the Role of Close vs. Distal Peer Influent Impacts and Intergroup Self-Construal.”

Maryland@ICA, 2016

● Rebecca Alt, “Identification and Identity Psychosis: The Rhetorical Consequences of Burke’s "Perfect Scapegoat".”
● Rebecca Alt, “Voice’s "Ingratiating Orator": Toward a Theory of Imaginative Reasoning for Social Change.”
● Jaclyn Brune, “Reaching to Change: The Surface, the Narrative, and the Public.”
● Megan Fitzmaurice, “Communitarian Resistance: The Spatial Reconfiguration of Washington at The President’s House.”

Maryland@RSA, 2016

● Elizabeth Gedda, “Children Campaigning: Night Messenger Boys on Strike.”
● Lauren Hume, “Contrasting Between the Lines: Rhetorical Criticism of the Nation of Black Social Workers." 1958 Position Statement.”
● Thomas McCloskey, “Failed Campaigns as Opportune Moments: Hillary Clinton’s Campaign Launch.”

Maryland@ICA, 2016

● Annio Latiu Nichols, “Ethnographic Listening as Rhetorical Action.”
● Annio Latiu Nichols, “I Am Black. Therefore I Am: Sokol Constantin’s Multiple Identification.”
● Yevonne Slovanc, “The President’s Commission on the Media and the National Agenda Negotiating Labor Feminism in the Cold War Context.”

Maryland@ICA, 2016

● Meredith Stuyart, “Writing a New World: Invention, Stability, and Change in Seventeenth Century Colonial Women’s Writing.”

To learn more about the Department of Communication at the University of Maryland:

www.comm.umd.edu